JUDGMENT OF DEATH
but neither Olivia nor Palin would hear our
prayers.
"We expected this/' said the latter, "and we
hardened our hearts before you ever came in, You're
both worn out, and you've got to go to bed for twelve
hours. Twenty-four would be better, but we don't
want to twist your tails. And so we'll call you this
evening at seven o'clock: and after dinner well
go and collect the baubles according to the book
of the rules. You see, there's no sort of hurry—you've
spiked the enemy's guns. Personally, I think you've
done more. Though he doesn't know it yet, I believe
you've broken his heart: and that when he finds
out that his labour of love has been lost, he'll go
mad and throw in his hand. But that's by the way.
The point is we've won the game. The ' vestments'
are yours for the taking, and to-night we'll open the
chamber and have a look at their shape. And though,
as I say, we might wait, I'm bound to admit that it
is appropriate that you should take what is yours,
while those who have come to steal it are standing
in some impatience without your gates. That most
artistic effect will be due to you, for I haven't a doubt
in the world that they'll come to-night. And rich
as is Harris' vocabulary, I cannot help feeling that
to-night it is going to be strained. But I do hope
Father Herman won't forget himself , . ."
Olivia rose, laughing, and fairly drove us to bed.
Some thirteen hours had gone by, and I was sitting
in the library, listening to the talk of Olivia and
thinking how lovely she looked.
Her dress was of dark blue cloth, and its skirt
was flared: at her neck and wrists were little bands
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